STEP-iN TUB FEATURES:
STEP-iN TUB walk-in-bath is constructed of high-grade fiberglass composites for beauty and
durability. It comes with a stainless steel frame for long lasting strength and adjustable feet for easy
installation and leveling.
STANDARD FEATURES
• 17” Seat Height and a 18.5” Width
• Stainless Steel Frame
• High Gloss Triple Gel Coat Finish
• Water Fill: 65 Gallons
• Safety Grab Bar
• Overflow Protective Drain
• Heavy Duty Reinforced Fiberglass Resin Coated
• Free Standing Stainless Steel Support Frame with Adjustable Leveling Feet
• Heavy Duty Reinforced Door System
• Contoured, Built in Seat
• Built in Grab Bar and Textured Bottom
• Faucet Accessory Deck Areas
• White or Biscuit Color
• Roman Faucets
• Left or Right Door
OPTIONAL FEATURES:
WHIRLPOOL SYSTEM
• Pneumatic Control for Pump
• 1 HP Electric Water Pump Motor
• 6 Adjustable Water Jets
• Tee Heater
(Keeps Temperature Consistent)
Note: All of our water massage jets have a 360* range of motion to provide maximum comfort and
versatility.
Note: The tee heater is designed to maintain water temperature during water jet operation. It will not
heat cold water to desired bathing temperature.
AIR SYSTEM
• Pneumatic Control For Pump
• 1 HP Electric Air Pump Motor
• 300 w Air Jet Blower w/600 watt heater
• 16 Air Jets
DUAL SYSTEM
Combine Air and Hydro System
WARRANTY
STEP-iN TUB provides a lifetime warranty on the door seal for the original owner. There is a 10-year
limited warranty on the tub.
Tee Heater
The water jetted tub will keep the water temperature at a constant level throughout your entire bath
session to ensure safety and comfort.
Grab Bar
To provide you with a sense of safety and security STEP-iN TUB offers a safety grab bar as a
standard feature with all tubs. Our inside safety grab bar assists you in getting in and out of the walk-in
bathtub with ease. This support rail can offer assistance for a wide range of user needs including
transfers and rising from the seat.
STEP-iN TUB Product specifications:

STEP-iN TUB’s unique 17” inch seat allows for easy transfer from wheelchair to seat.
The access to all controls and faucets are within arms length of the user with little to no effort to
operate them. The serious issue of accidental burns is eliminated by the use of our anti-scald watermixing valve.
To ensure the satisfaction and trust of our clients, all of STEP-iN TUB’s unique walk in bathtubs
feature the highest-grade fiberglass molds, a steel conduit frame, and are triple gel coated.
Our state of the art Walk in Bath Tubs will provide:
A Full Soak (up to the chest):
Calms the mind
Balances emotions
Eliminates insomnia
Eases muscle strain
Reduces hemorrhoid
Reduce arthritis pain
Increases circulation
Promotes elimination of impurities via the skin
Soothing to the nerves
Helpful to bladder and urinary problems
Helps mild colds
Lowers fevers
Helps to maintain metabolic function
Sitz Bath (up to the hips):
Beneficial for ailments affecting the abdomen
Inflammations
Pelvic congestion
Cramps
Hemorrhoids
Menstrual problems
Kidney and intestinal pains
Hot Footbath (up to the calves):
15 minutes to relieve cold feet
Helps the bladder
Helps the kidneys
Reduces throat and ear inflammations
Hot and Cold Footbath
Promotes circulation in the legs
Helps varicose veins
Helps headaches
Helps insomnia
Reduces high blood pressure
A cool bath can also relieve itchy skin, mild depression, asthma and unlike popular belief can wind up
your libido.
STEP-iN TUB Standard Features Overview:
Easy Entry
Extendable Shower Head
Hydrotherapeutic jets
Designer Roma fit faucets
Safety Grab Bar
Anti Slip seat and floor
Temperature control system
Low Step
Protective drain

Easy Entry and Exit - The STEP-iN TUB Walk-in Bath offers the simplest inward entrance in the
industry. With our wide door opening you can be sure to enter and exit with ease! The STEP-iN TUB
walk-in Bathtub entry and exit height is ideal for making your bathing experience as comfortable as
possible.
Walk In Bath Inline Heater
Most traditional baths do not protect the user from receiving very hot scalding water when the bath is
being filled. The inline heater will maintain the preset temperature and prevent you from such scalding
water. Our system blends hot and cold water for you ensuring you never receive water temperatures
that could harm you. Temperatures can be adjusted for comfort but the bather will never be introduced
to a water temperature above the pre-set maximum.
Safety Grab Bars
The standard walk in bath does not have support rails located within the interior Bath.With your STEPiN TUB walk in bath, our grab rails are offered as an option to provide you with a sense of security.
Our inside corner grab bar is offered a polish chrome finish with concealed flanges and is a perfect to
assist you in getting in and out of the walk-in bath. This support rail can offer assistance to a wide
range of user needs, both for transfer and raising from the seat. Straight grab rails can be placed as
needed.
6 Jet Hydrotherapy Therapuetic Massage
Let the STEP-iN TUB 6-jet warm air massage system add a truly therapeutic element to your walk in
bath system. The centrally located directional jet massage system uses only pre-warmed air or water
to refresh and soothe your aches away. Typical water jet systems are known to be too aggressive for
the frail or elderly, and can be irritating to any bather after short periods of use. A warm air system
allows for stimulation of the skin and is not designed to penetrate deep into the muscle. Moreover,
warm air massage activates the lymphatic system, while enhancing blood circulation An increase in
blood flow is also known to help dissolve and eliminate toxins from the body. The combination of being
immersed in water with a warm air system provides an incomparable therapeutic effect and offers the
user that well deserved spa experience.
As our system does not re-circulate bath water you can maintain a bacteria free bathing environment,
especially important when more than one person will be using the bath. The STEP-iN TUB walk in
bath air system provides a user-friendly control panel that will allow you to interchange between
Hydrotherapy and an air massage. This last function initiates automatically, 20 minutes after every
bath use, and purges any moisture from around the jet heads to ensure no stagnant water remains
between bathing sessions. No cleaning or maintenance of the airlines is ever required!
Designed Faucets and Extendable Shower Head- Our beautifully designed faucets is another way we
bring you the ultimate in luxury. Our 18” inch extendable shower head assist you in getting to those
hard to reach parts on your body. The exquisite chrome polish faucets allow you to put this tub in any
bathroom without losing that delicate feel.
Non-Slip surface - Anti-slip floor and Anti-slip seat.
Low Step
Our tub has a state of the art walk-in door allows one to easily enter and exit the tub effortlessly and
safely. Simply open the latch, walk in, and close the door. It's just that easy.
Protective Drain
Overflow resistance with secured cable pop up drain.

